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Seven more groups request funding

ACGFA continues organizations' budget hearings
By Rick Rlmelspach
Staff Writer
The University Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocations (ACGFA)
beard budget requests from seven
student organizations yesterday, who
requested a total $41,968 in general fee
monies for 1979-80.
The Black Student Union (BSU)
asked for f 11,270, a 82.020 increase from
this year.
BSU representative Roderick Larry
explained that the group's goals include
education and increased political
awareness for black students.
Marvin L. Kumler, associate
professor of psychology and ACGFA
member, asked about the feasibility of

combining the budgets of minority
organizations with similar interests
and objectives.
Larry
said because the total
budget for minority groups is about
$35,000, one student should not be
responsible for that amount and an
administrator would be needed to
handle the budget, he said. The Black
Board of Cultural Activities (BBCA)
requested a budget increase of $925 for
a total $12,900.
MILDRED D. LINTNER, chairman
of the theatre programming unit,
submitted the budget which supports
the artist series events. Lintner said the
group is trying to expose students to a
broad range of artists.

"We feel the money should be spent
as evenly as possible over all the arts,"
she said.
Cultural Activities include bringing
in the National Theatre of the Deaf as
part of Handicapped Artists Week, she
added.
The Interfraternlty and Panhellenic
councils presented a request for $2,575.
Representatives Tim Stanford and
Less A. Wallace explained that the
funding was needed to publish The
Gavel. Wallace said the newsletter's
circulation is now 2,000, but Is expected
to Increase to 3,000 next year. The
Gavel provides students with Journalism experience and informs the
community and students about
University events, they said.

"TT8 NOT JUST a greek newsletter," Wallace added.
The University cheerleaders asked
ACGFA for $2,000. Robin L. DeVelvls,
captain of the squad, said a $600 increase was needed to meet increased
travel costs.
Harry L. Tyson, instructor of health
and physical education and ACGFA
member, asked if cheerleaders could
attend more non-revenue sport events.
Joyce M. Bresler, coordinator of
special events and student activities,
said that arrangements would be
feasible if there were no time conflicts
with cheerleader schedules. She added
that each coach Is asked at the
beginning of a season and if he wants
the cheerleaders to appear at any
games.

Greg Wasllko, president of the Social
Justice Committee, requested ACGFA
funding for the first time for $1,313.

especially off-campus housing. The
SCU also works to build good relations
between merchants and students.

THE OBJECTIVES of the group,
according to Wasilko, Include providing
the University community with Information on issues of social concern. It
has sponsored the Oxfam-America fast,
a panel debate of the prison system and
a silent vigil In the Union Oval to
support nuclear disarmament.
Wasllko said the committee tries to
present both sides of issues.
An allocation of $4,100, $400 more
than last year, was asked by the
Student Consumer Union (SCU).
SCU President John G. Kloss said the
main goal of the organization was to
educate students about consumerism,

THE OBSIDIAN requested $7,830 In
general fee monies. Editor Kelvin V.
Dale said the Obsidian wants to continue to grow as a voice for people of
color.
Dale noted they are trying to gat
more advertising for the paper,
especially from University groups who
receive s 25 percent discount
Dale added that Obsidian staff
members are volunteers.
ACGFA will hear the Gay Union's
budget presentation Friday afternoon,
and will begin deliberations on the
budget recommendations of the 33
student organizations.

Harris murder trial goes into second day
By Pat Hyland
Assistant Sports Editor
Five witnesses gave testimony today
in the second day of the Floyd "Jack"
Harris murder trial in Wood County
Common Pleas Court.
John E. Johnson, 27, of 1408 Blanchard Ave. in Flndlay, <s chai ged with
the November, 1977 shooting.
John Helm, an investigator for the
Wood County prosecuting attorney,
testified that Johnson told him on May
8,1978, that Harris had given Johnson a
.38-caliber revolver and instructed him
to kill Donny Burrell. Harris reportedly
threatened to kill Johnson's mother if
Johnson did not cooperate.
JOHNSON REPORTEDLY took the
gun and shot Harris several times.
Helm said Johnson originally said the
incident occurred at the Perrysburg
Ramada Inn, but later said "wherever
the Wooden Indian is."
The Wooden Indian is a restaurant

inside the Perrysburg Holiday Inn.
HELM ALSO TESTIFIED that
authorities had made an extensive
search for the weapon near the intersection of 1-271 and Rt. 582. The
weapon has not been found.
According to Helm, Johnson said that
he and Harris had lived together and
that Harris was Johnson's father.
Johnson also reportedly said that
Harris demanded $5,000 from him at
the time of the incident.
When asked his Impressions of
Johnson's relationship with Harris,
Helm said Johnson had told him that
"Harris is garbage, but I love the
man." Helm also said Johnson appeared irate with Harris at times,
although Johnson repeated that he
loved Harris on other occasions.
IN MAY, 1178, Helm, Perrysburg
police patrolman Roger Wallace,
assisting prosecuting attorney Gary
Piper and court stenographer Deborah
Snapp interviewed Johnson in hopes of

securing a confession to the murder.
According to Piper, Johnson appeared depressed, but spoke very
coherently and articulately. He added
that Johnson's tone was slow and
deliberate and that he spoke in clear
sentences.
Piper testified that Johnson indicated
that he murdered Harris by shooting
him. He also said Johnson explained
about his mother being killed.
"THERE IS NO question in my
mind that John Johnson knew what he
was admitting to," Piper said.
Further testimony was given by
Walter Knight, senior document
examiner for the Bureau of Criminal
Investigation and Identification (BCI).
Knight had been told to analyze a
sample of Johnson's handwriting and
compare it with the writing on a note
that was allegedly placed on Johnson's
car in October, 1977. The note warned
Johnson that talking to police would

result in his mother's death.
ACCORDING TO KNIGHT,
qualified expert, the samples
identical to the writing on the note.
Paul C. Serene, firearms supervisor
at the BCI lab in Fremont, said that
bullets taken from Harris' body ware
.38 caliber, and that at least two of the
bullets came from the same gun. He
noted that there is a possibility that the
bullets could have come from another
size gun.
The final testimony of the day was
given by Richard Flock, department
store manager of LaSalle's in Findlay.
Flock testified that Johnson bad
worked at the store until November
1977 when he did not return from an
errand.
He added that Johnson later sent him
a letter stating that Johnson had been
threatened, that he had something to do
and that he was afraid of becoming a
motherless son.

SGA cuts off-campus shuttle bus
By Cynthia Lelse
Staff Reporter

Ntwiphoto by Frank Brelttiaupt

A WOOD COUNTY sheriff's deputy escorts John E.
Johnson to the Wood County Common Pleas Court
yesterday afternoon. Johnson currenty Is standing trial
for the murder of Floyd "Jack" Harris.

The Student Government Association
(SGA) last night voted to drop the offcampus route of the shuttle bus service,
extending the operating hours of the oncampus route.
The service will now run continuously
on campus 7-10 p.m. until the end of the
quarter.
SGA also approved discontinuing the
escort service for the rest of Winter
Quarter at the request of escort service
coordinator John C. Bell. Bell said low
morale among escort service volunteers prompted In part by a lack of
concern and involvement by most SGA
senators and officials made th : service
difficult to operate.
SEVERAL off-campus students and
representatives of the Commuter Off-

Undergraduate credit debated
ByDeniseSakal
Staff Reporter

not receive credit for a course because
of a deficiency.

An issue concerning graduate
students who enroll in undergraduate
classes and receive credit for the
course was discussed at the Graduate
Student Senate (GSS) meeting
yesterday.
GSS vice president Fran C. Dickson,
who works with the Academic Standards Committee, said the group has
been concerned about whether students
should receive credit for the course and
what additional assignments should be
required for the graduate student.
The argument favoring credit centered on the idea that some graduates
need the course to fulfill a deficiency in
their area of study, and the course is not
offered at the graduate level. However,
one senator argued that students should

DICKSON SUGGESTED that
students receive credit which would
not apply toward the total credit hours
needed in graduate study.
GSS reworded a policy concerning
the requirements. It states that a
graduate student must complete all
undergraduate work and extra
assignments. However, the new policy
asks faculty members to stress that
students do more "advanced and
sophisticated work" to meet the
graduate requirement. The statement
must be approved by the dean of the
Graduate College before it is effective.
The senate also discussed sponsoring
Humanities Week for graduate students
next spring. The event would Integrate
students in the areas of music, theater

Inside the News
ENTERTAINMENT: Revue moves to a new day and spotlights
several area musical events.See huert after page 4.
SPORTS: The Falcons basketball team lost Its fourth straight
game to central Michigan, 72-66.8ee page II.

Weather
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and art and allow them to demonstrate
achievements in their fields. Jeff Welsh,
senate executive committee member,
said the activity is necessary. "This is
an attempt to give these graduates an
opportunity to demonstrate their
works concerning conferences they
attended and research papers they
have delivered, he said. Lack of funds
forced the committee to delete Its
original idea of creating a humanities
center, he said.
THE SECOND ANNUAL Rural
Rhythm and Roots festival, sponsored
by GSS, the american studies department
and
Union
Activities
Organization, will be held Sunday in the
Union. The festival includes cultural
and musical workshops from 1-5 p.m.,
followed by a bluegrass and country
music concert featuring The Hotmud
Family.
Program committee member Jenny
Haglech said the festival is public, but
GSS asks for donations that would be
contributed to the Juan Seda Memorial
Scholarship Fund. Seda, who was a
Journalism
graduate
student,
originated the festival idea last year,
but he was killed last, spring in an
automobile accident.
GSS 1979-80 officer elections will be
held April $. Any senator seeking an
office must present a petition of at least
50 names of graduate students and at
least five names from five University
departments (excluding graduate
senators) by March 31.

Campus Organizations protested the
move by SGA to drop the off-campus
shuttle bus route, saying that students
will not have any transportation to the
Student Recreation Center and other
campus locations. The students also
said SGA did not publicize the offcampus route enough and did not attempt to tailor off-campus route stops
to best serve students.
However, SGA president Michael C.
Voll, who proposed dropping the route
to SGA, said few students used the route
during the four weeks it was operating.
"I cannot Justify spending the money
for operating it (the off-campus route)
if only about two people use it a night,"
Voll said, adding that the students
should have offered suggestions to
improve the route earlier.
In other action, SGA again decided to
put off voting on whether it should pass

a resolution of support for the migrant
farm workers' nationwide boycott of
goods produced by Campbell's Soup Co.
and Libby-McNeill-Ubby Co. The
boycott is coordinated by the Farm
Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC),
which represents migrant farm
workers who pick tomatoes in the
Northwestern Ohio area. They are
protesting the low wages paid the
migrants and poor working and living
conditions.
Steve Hook, SGA State and Community Affairs Coordinator, told SGA
members that his support last week for
the resolution was a result of "not doing
my homework."
He said internships and scholarships
are given students by the companies so
SGA should not vote to support the
migrants. He added that an earlier
suggestion that SGA ask University

Food Services to honor the boycott
would not be feasible because Ohio law
states that the University must buy
products from the lowest bidder.
HOWEVER, Mary Beth Kirschner, a
University student supporting the
migrants' plight, told SGA that students
at the University may wish to pledge
moral support for the migrants In a
policy statement passed by SGA.
Voll asked SGA senators for comments from their constituants, which be
requested at last week's SGA meeting,
but no one had any. He said they
showed a "lack of concern" and that
SGA must vote on the issue "with a
little bit of knowlege about what we are
doing." He again asked that SGA
senators talk with their constituants on
the matter before the next meetina.

New News heads named
Patrick J. Hyland and Leslie A.
Ruppert were named News editor
and business manager respectively
yesterday by the Publications
Committee.
They will choose the editorial and
advertising staffs and assume their
positions spring quarter. Terms of
News staffs run from spring quarter
through winter quarter.
The Publications Committee is
made up of 14 persons representing
various groups at the University,
according to Thomas L. Klnney,
professor of English and chairman
of the committee.
The committee consists of faculty
representatives, the Key and the
News, a graduate student
representative and three undergraduate representatives, Kinney
said. Dr. John Boyer, director of the
School of Journalism, and Dr.
Richard R. EaUn, vice provost for
institutional planning and student
affairs, also are on the committee.
SEVEN PERSONS interviewed
for the editor's position, Klnney
said, adding that the committee
narrowed the field to four persons.
The finalists appeared before the
committee yesterday morning
before Hyland was chosen.
"The committee was really impressed with everybody," Klnney
said, adding that he was pleased that
there were so many "fine" applicants for editor.

Hyland, a 20-year-old Junior from
South Euclid, is a journalism major
specializing in the news-editorial
sequence. He has worked at the
News since fall, 1977, and is
assistant sports editor.
"I feel very fortunate to be
stepping into a very solid
publication," Hyland said. "I don't
foresee any major changes for the
paper, although there are always
weaknesses that can and will be
worked on. Basically, I think we just
have to maintain certain standards
that the BG News has worked up to
in the last few yers. In my opinion,
that means hard work, dedication

and pride in the product we turn
out."
Ruppert, a 20-year-old junior from
Cincinnati, is a communications
major and a member of the Alpha
Phi sorority. She is a salesperson for
the News.
She said she wanted to increase
advertising from the Toledo area.
"There's a lot of good potential in
Toledo and we Just have to go out
and find it," she said.
Ruppert added that she wants to
provide good, consistent service to
advertisers in the News and wants to
offer promotions designed to increase newspaper readership.

Patrick J. Hyland

Leslie A. Ruppert

wm

speaking out

ohio schools-has the hour of crisis passed?
What happened to Ohio's school
crisis?
Last spring and fall in the heat of the
election, politicians claimed that the
state had a sot ious crisis in financing
its schools.
Now that thepoliOciansare in office,
i to feel the hour of crisis has
HOWEVER, THINGS have not
changed since last spring and
educators and administrators still
believe there is a major problem in the
way the state will finance the schools.
Ohio now guarantees that every
school district in the state will spend
$910 on each child's education. This
level of commitment ranks the state
very close to the bottom of the 50 states
in education expenditures. But also
consider that Ohio is among the top 10
wealthiest states in theUnion.

a stop gap measure was to fund the
equal yield plan at the 100 percent level.
However, this level was set several
years earlier. Inflation has changed the
schools' level.

Tom
Smith
Last spring when a crisis atmosphere
existed, I researched for the News a
number of short and long term solutions
to the perceived problem. These
solutions ranged from a district-wide
income tax proposed by a Toledo
legislator to increases in Income tax
and decreases in property tax proposed
by an Orville representative.
EVERYONE contacted last spring
said something will take place but after
the November elections.
The solution enacted last summer as

The legislative leaders are currently
meeting behind closed doors with Gov.
James A. Rhodes to finalize the details
of his plan. Rhodes wants to spend $636
million more on education. A Democrat
wants to spend $700 million more. That
is a lot of money but local educators
that I talked with last week feel neither
proposal comes close to ending the
crisis.
Dr. John R. Toscone, professor of
educational administration and
supervision, characterized the funding
measures as band-aids.
However, Rhodes' deputy budget

director asked "What crisis, there is no
crisis in Ohio schools."

they are the lowest taxed state in the
United States.

THE CRISIS MAY worsen if the Ohio
Supreme Court next month finds the
present heavy reliance on property
taxes unconstitutional. The court would
be following a national trend that began
a decade ago in California and Texas
which forced an equal, basic education
across the state.
It appears that the elected offlcals
are acting too much as politicans and
not as statesmen. These men and
women are familiar with the problem
and they know it exists; yet they refuse
to put the interest of the children of the
state of Ohio above petty political
concerns.
Many feel that in this time of anti-tax
movement and the post-proposition 13
era, that new taxes are political
suicide. Yet Ohioans do not realise tint

THE OHIO EDUCATON Association
has received a report by an opinion
surveyor which revealed that 65 percent of the residents of Ohio would be
willing to pay more to the state to
Improve the quality of Ohio public
education.
The legislature should act or the
public may force something on them
that they may object to.
Over the weekend, the OEA proposed
a major revamping of the state income
and sales tax along with property taxes.
The teachers union was going to try to
get the Item on the June ballot but
decided to wait until November. This
move will give the offlcals In Columbus
a chance to reconsider some of the
sweeping ideas presented in the
gubernatorial campaign or by their

opinion
national columnist

blizzards bring out the best in people

The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States
guarantees a fair and speedy trial for the defendant, but anybody even
vaguely familiar with the court bureaucracy of our country knows the
ideal of a speedy trial pales in the face of reality. The backlog of courts in
this country is, quite simply, a mockery of our system of justice.
President Carter, in an effort to provide relief for the thousands of
Americans who must wade through the stifling bureaucracy of the
federal courts yearly, sent to Congress Tuesday a number of bills
designed to eliminate excessive delays in federal courts, reduce red tape
and decrease the costs of litigation. The News believes the reforms are
long overdue.
The proposals submitted by Carter include: requiring arbitration In
federal lawsuits involving $100,000 or less, which should speed up
settlement of cases and reduce legal costs; expanding the jurisdiction of
federal magistrates to allow them to decide civil cases and less serious
criminal cases (they now have jurisdiction over only preliminary court
matters); measures to allow federal courts to send back to state courts
those cases that are issuesof state law and do not fully apply to tests of
federal statutes and; giving the Supreme Court additional leeway In
deciding which cases it will hear.
It Is a disgrace that litigants should have to watt for months or even
years before their case comes to court. The delays are not only unconstitutional but can compound the problem of reaching settlement,
because the facts of a case can become cloudy after being mothballed.
The News strongly favors the proposed reforms of the federal judiciary
by President Carter and hopes the Congress adopts them quickly. In a
country dedicated to the high ideals that we hold. Justice is a process that
cannot be put in a holding pattern.

WASHINGTON-I'd like to write one
more snow piece. It's not really about
snow, but about people. We had a major
snowstorm in Washington and while it
was big news in this part of the world it
didn't mean much in the rest of the
United States.
The thing that struck me Is that I've
been living in this particular neighborhood in Washington for 14 years and
I've never seen my neighbors. I mean
really seen them and talked to them,
other than to say a perfunctory "good
morning" if they happened to be out
cutting the lawn or raking leaves.

snow is that all the radio and television
announcers have warned men not to
shovel snow as they could get heart
attacks, but they never say anything
about women."

Art
Buchwald

and everyone's car was buried, and the
streets were almost impassable except
for one or two paths. The roofs were
loaded with the white stuff and the sun
came out and suddenly, suddenly
people came out of their houses and
started talking to each other!
Complete strangers began conversations and for the. first time the
inhabitants everyone had assumed
were ghosts turned out to be Just like us,
with children and dogs and cats and
leaking roofs.
_

WASHINGTON really does live
behind closed doors. All around us are
human beings, but except for the ones
next door you wouldn't know it. The
people inside the houses might look out
when you walk by, but it's bad form to
look In. There are cars parked in front
of toe homes and once in » while you
might see a bicycle or a skateboard
"I DIDN'T know we had so many
which is further proof that someone good-looking women in our neighlives in those inflation-infested homes. borhood," I said to my wife as we
But the streets are quiet and everyone trudged through the streets.
stays pretty much to himself or herself.
"Yes, she observed, "and they seem
When you have a nice house one of the to be shoveling all the snow. Maybe
things you are paying for is privacy.
that's what they owe their lovely
complexions to."
Then the snowstorm came and went
"The reason they're shoveling the

Congrats?

■

Well it is partial schedule time again
and time for all BGSU students to be
looking breathlessly in their mailboxes
with but one question on their minds:
"My God, did I get a partial?"
All of us filled out scheduling cards
earlier this quarter and Feb. 22 gave
most of us an answer as we reaped the
fruits of our labors. After last quarter's
schedule, I thought the peak of Incompetence had been reached. But, as I
looked at my new partial, I humbly
realized I was wrong. The registration
office has again upheld my faith in
them by creating havoc with my
schedule worse than last quarter. Out of
nine possible courses, four of them
were registered incorrectly (I guess
you could look at the positive side and
say they did get over 50 percent of them
right).

Please, don't misunderstand me. I
did not get closed out of any courses. I
was registered for the wrong courses
(all right, so I only checked the numbers of the courses three times, I
seriously thought that was enough).
Here Is a breakdown of my schedule. I
was registered for percussion ensemble
(I play sax), music theatre (I can't
sing), a piano class I've already taken
(over a year ago) and an education
class that conflicts with a required
class I need to student teach.
Being a third quarter Junior, I have
no desire to spend an extra quarter here
compliments of the registration
computer. I realize I'm not an athlete
or fact line worker or any others with
priority scheduling (does avid hockey
fan count?), but, one would think
having contributed close to $9000 to this
campus I would at least get the classes
I can only take my junior and senior
year.
Oh well, my heartiest congratulations
to the registration office. Keep up the
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LETS JUST TELL ACGFA THAT
WE'RE A NEW CLUB. AND WE NEED
MOive FOR DEPOSIT ON A TAP...
U0W CAN TUPI TON US DOWN I

A couple of them we didn't know had
set up bottles of red wine and cheese on
the hoods of their cars and offered each
of us a glass. We toasted the blizzard of
'79.
"THAT WAS nice," I said. "Right
neighborly."
"I wonder if I should send them a
thank you note," my wife said.
"You don't have to send thank you
notes during blizzards. Besides we
don't even know their names."
VB'SBaKuluuV' she SaiiVWe! hardly
know anybody's name in this neighborhood and yet today It doesn't seem
to matter."
WE. HELPED one man push his car
five feet so he could clear space for a
neighbor's car. Then we stopped by and
took a photograph of a snowman with
the entire family and promised to drop
off a copy. They in turn brought out a

Jug of hot coffee.
And so It went, up and down the
streets. Everyone smiling, women
shoveling,
strangers
throwing
snowballs at each other and grown
people Just falling down In the drifts
and laughing and making fools of
themselves.
I guess you'd call it our neighbors'
"Camelot."
THE SNOW is almost gone now except for a few dirty patches. The doors
to all the houses are closed tightprobably locked. Once In a while a
shadow walks by a window. It could
have been someone who helped shovel
our car out last week. But then again it
might have been the person who gave
us a lift or a glass of Irish coffee.
:. .. iltJU ..'TfiSI-jl :tio|sM !
In any -,ejr Wt'va all iT* hrci K
side, and chances are we may never see
each other again or say anything
besides "good morning" until the next
blizzard. I hope people don't think I'm
making trouble, but I wish it would
come soon. You can't imagine how
lonely it is around here.
(C) 1171, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

Letters

let's hear from you

UniYgaltYHaU,

Tom Smith is a staff reporter for the
News.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

court changes
long overdue

The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106

own members last year.
ONE MORE prodding force that may
have a bearing on the students other
than would-be-teachers Is economic
survival. Toledo's former superintendent Frank Dick said last spring
that the negative attitude toward
education spending is beginning to
affect the state's economy. Tie said the
graduates of today's schools .ire not
equipped with the wrong skills. They
simply lack any marketable skill.
If the quality of potential labor
decreases, the drawing power of the
state to attract new industries and even
to retain present industries will suffer.
If the crisis is not recognized as what it
is, a crisis, then not only will the
children suffer but so will everyone
else.

Itnda berke
.colleenclune

The BO Newt It tiiMIMM dally Tuesday through FrMley «• lag the regular tckeel year and
weekly during summer sessions ay students at Bowlmg Oreen State University under taw
authority al the University Publications Committee.
Opinion, expressed by columnists da not necessarily reflect the opinions of The BO News
Editorial Board.
The BO News and Bowling Oreen Hate University are mil opportunity employers and do
not disc rim inate in hiring practices.
The Newt will not accept advertising that is deemed dlscrmlnatery, degrading or Insulting
en the basis ot race, ses or national origin.
All rights to material published In The BO News are reserved.
■dlterlal and Business Offices
lot University Hall
Bawling Oreen State University
Bowling Oreen. Okie tMil
Kiitiinjeej
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good work and I look forward to
working with you this summer. I think.
If you really try, we can have 10 partials
in a row, and maybe this time, with a
little effort, the schedule will be 100
percent perfect (no classes at all).
Greg Patko
713 Offenhauer West

a taj mahal?
I am a graduate student, who, like all
other students at BG, Is paying $29 a
quarter for the recreation center.
Already the tiled floor has started to
come up in the women's shower. This
has been remedied by a couple of sheets
of plywood. Also, sometime during the
week of February 11th, the women's
sauna went out of order.
I feel that I am being taking advantage of. If after two months of
operation the facilities are breaking
down, what will the situation be like In
six months? Will it remain a Ta] Mahal
or will it become another run down
building at BGSU?
Diane McCauley
412 Ridge St.

leadership
The Classified Employees of OCSEA
of BGSU Chapter 124 are looking forward to a pay proposal now In the 113th
General Assembly, which will effect
■6,000 state, county welfare and state
university employees. It calls for a
permanent raise of our last years
supplement 20 cents to 40 cents and
hoar increase, plus an additional 10
percent across the board increase, plus
an annual cost of living increase based
on the annual rate of inflation (approximately 10 percent) bated on the
recent inflation rate.
It's our number one priority, the new
to us, OCSEA University Assembly
recently elected their new officers. And
our President and his board are proud
to hold offices in the Assembly because

it has given us closer contact to other
universities dealing in OCSEA contracts, and agreement adoptions of
their needs and ours.
OCSEA hasxMncreased again In
membership since the past CWA leader
has divested from all union activities.
We the chapter board of OCSEA here
on campus feel the steady increase of
members may be due to the OCSEA't
$1,000 life insurance policy, the often
forgotten about burial fund, and the
facts that OCSEA in Columbus to
provide not only help for members but
retired members also In their time of
needs.
Our retired members are never
forgotten because we are proposing a S
percent increase in the process tat
legislation.
The member now In good standing,
because of mishaps and illness are
being covered because OCSEA cares.
Their dues and insurances are being
covered from the OCSEA Headquarters
due to their disablements while away'
from their BGSU Jobs.
We are proud that OCSEA has a
binding coverage to try to save'our
retirement. Job rights, and attorney
needs for their members which other
unions fail to consider and through
chapter unity and membership we'wifl
continue to work from chapter level to
the top for: Contracts, better working
conditions, equality, safety measures,
bigger and better goals of insurance
and wages to add to over (1 things
already given to our members down
through the continuing years we have
been on campus.
Under new management of leader
ship more significant changes and
trends to go forward In to better
bargaining agreements, OCSEA is
looking forward to a dose relationship
with the BGSU Board of Trustees, the
Personnel
Department
and
Management of BGSU to make ota»
working communications the best
Executive Board
Ohio Civil Service
EinployessAasbc.
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News In Brief

sediments give city water foul taste

Grad prep program
Seniors who have been accepted for graduate school starting in fall, 1980, are
invited to apply, for the National Graduate School Institute preparatory
program, to be held In Los Angeles June and July. The program Includes
workshops preparing students for graduate school and developing specific
skills for various fields. Tuition Is $350 plus room and board. Interested students
should write the National Graduate School Institute, 10100 Santa Monica 750
Los Angeles, Ca. 90067.

Work with Navajo
The Indiana University School of education is offering summer practicums at
the Navajo Indian Reservations in Arizona and New Mexico for graduate
students, in-service teachers and lay persons. The volunteers will work with
Navajo youths from June 10 to August 15. Interested persons should contact Dr.
James M. Mahan, at Education 321, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.,
47401, or call at IU-SJ7-8579 as soon as possible.

LaBoheme' tickets
Tickets are available for the College of Musical Arts production of the opera
"La Boheme," to be performed at 8 p.m. tomorrow and 3 p.m. Sunday in the
Main Auditorium, University Hall. The show also will be performed at 8 p.m.
March 9 at Central Junior High School Auditorium, Findlay. Tickets are t5 for
adults and $3 for students and are available at the College of Musical Arts.
Student tickets for the Findlay performance are 82.50 and are available at
Hancock Savings and Loan Co., Findlay. Tickets also will be sold at the door.

Ensemble postponed
The University Folk Ensemble performance scheduled for 8 p.m. Sunday has
been postponed until spring quarter.

Correction
A story In Tuesday's News said that most staff mentors In the University
Seminar are graduate students. Most staff mentors are from service offices
• around the University, such as Residence life. The seminar is looking for
faculty mentors.

By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter
The foul taste In the water will continue until Mother Nature improves the
situation, according to Ron Merrill,
superintendent of the Bowling Green
water treatment plant.
Merrill said the Maumee River, the
city's water source, Is five to six feet
higher now at the treatment plant near
Hasklns. He said minerals and
sediments in the water are more
concentrated because the thaws and
recent rains have washed the land of
accumulated dirt.
The foul taste results when these
materials In the water react with the
chlorine used to sterilize the water, he
said.
CARBON IS USED to help filter out
the materials. However. Merrill said
the plant Is not equipped to use the
carbon on a scale that might be effective.
The plant also adds oxidizing
chemicals to lessen the chlorine
reaction, he said. Usually it is difficult
to tell what Is causing a particular odor,
he said, because the water not always Is
tested for its organic content.
Merrill noted that the problem of foultasting water is an annual one. It occurs
every year when the river thaws and
also during heavy rains.

Correct/on

By Frank Brdthaupt
Staff Photographer

Schedule changes

In what he said Is a larger problem
than previously realized, University
President Hollis A. Moore, Jr. said
Tuesday that the present "four-day
week" is injecting academic costs on
students and financial costs on the
University.
At a Resident Student Association
talk, Moore said the lack of student
interest in Friday classes and the rising
weekend damage in resident halls has
prompted the administration to take a
second look at the four-day week
problem.
Moore cited the University policy of
permitting Thursday night beer blasts
in Northeast Commons as an incentive
for students to neglect Friday classes.
". I REJECT THE notion that Friday

The following companies have added schedules for next week's Interviewing.
Interested students should sign up before Friday afternoon at the Placement
Office, 360 Student Services Bldg.
Date Company
Major
3-8 Republic Steel
Accounting GPA 3.00
Summer Sales Intern
34 Owens Illinois
Sales Management
3-28 Firestone
Production
3-9 Eaton
Accounting Internship
3-7 B.F. Goodrich

Added schedules
Mlamisburg city schools of Dayton have changed their schedule to March 5
and are looking for all elementary and secondary fields except SPECIAL
EDUCATION, with an interest In extracurricular activities. Interested persons
should come to the Placement Office, 360 Student Services Bldg.
Sandusky city schools have opened an additional schedule for March 9.
Majors: k-12 art, instru. music and secondary EMR and LD.
■—'

—

The city and its residents could be
spared the problem If the plant had a
reservoir to draw from when the river
U high, he said.
ANOTHER METHOD is available to
improve water quality, Merrill said
The city could Install activated charcoal filters which are expensive and

■

COLLEGE NIGHT
TONIGHT
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classes are different than any other day
and I Intend to do something about
that," Moore said.
The president said the faculty is a
motive in the situation.
"It is not all the fault of the students.
The faculty is just not teaching a full
load on Fridays," he said.
Moore described the idea of few
Friday classes and Thursday night beer
blasts as a "system that feeds on each
other," adding that each problem
undermines the other and "one is Just
going to have to give."
When asked why beer blasts were
allowed Thursday nights but not other
week nights, Moore replied that he was
not sure but said, he intended "to put
Thursday night right in with them."
MOORE ADMITTED that the administration had requested that

Student Recreation Center officials
program events that would draw
students in an attempt to run Thursday
night beer blasts "out of business."
The high rate of vandalism reported
after Thursday nights also was a
concern. Moore said that about half of
reported weekend damages occur
Thursday nights.
The increasing high rate of damages
to resident halls on weekends was
expressed by Norman H. Bedell,
director of Technical Support Services,
who also spoke at the meeting.
AS OF FEB. 15, Bedell said there had
been $11,000 damage to resident halls
and greek housing units. After the
room-to-room inspection at the end of
spring quarter, the figure is sure to
Jump $10,000415,000, he said.
Bedell said the damages usually are
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charged directly to the responsible
individual, but the University must
absorb costs that are not claimed.
According to Bedell, Technical
Support Services has 900 outstanding
work orders because his staff Is
repairing damages in resident halls and
greek housing units.
THE HIGH USE of alcohol on
weekends was the main reason for
vandalism, Bedell said.
"If you can get the alcohol consumption rate down to the point to
where the students know what they are
doing, the rate of vandalism might
lower one-third to one-half," he said.
Over the last four years, the square
footage serviced by Technical Support
Services has Increased 10 percent, but
Bedell's staff has not Increased,
making it difficult to make repairs in
the resident halls, he said.
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Skirts

"These are awfully expensive and I
am not sure the people are willing to
pay for them," he said.

AND IT TASTES AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS-Wlth the thaw brought on by
warm weather, the Maumee River has risen five or six feet above its normal
depth. Minerals and sediments in the water are reacting to the chlorine used
for sterilization, causing the water's foul taste.

E.WOOSTERST.
- acrossfrom Harshman

Jr. Poly Pants

need frequent maintenance. Merrill
added that the city in the future may be
required by the federal Environmental
Protection Agency to install theae
filters.

'Four-day week' costly for University

Asian Night, to be held from 9 to 11 p.m. tomorrow at the Newman Center,
will feature Asian music, entertainment and refreshments, not Latin-American
culture as reported In yesterday's News.

A7 I

HE SAID the water always has an
"odd musty and metallic taste" in the
background which is more noticable at
this time.
"It will eventually clear when the
river goes down," he explained.
He added that boiling the water or
letting it stand does not improve the
taste.
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Commission discusses need for housing inspector
By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter

and another 50 that are badly
deteriorated.

The city should hire a housing Inspector as the first step of correcting
and preventing the growth of blighted
area in Bowling Green, according to
Housing Commission member Dr.
Charles L. Means.

He said the city needs its own inspector to make exterior surveys to
rehablliate deteriorated areas.

Means reported to the commission
yesterday that he has received a
number of citizen complaints because
of housing that does not meet code
requirements. In a windshield survey
for part of the dty, he said he has found
sbx dwellings that were vacant and
vandalized and should be demolished

capable of repairing their blighted
home once notified. The blighted areas, according to
member Sue Barber, are primarily
rental units. She said landlords should
be able to repair the deteriorating
structures.

THE CITY HAS not had a housing
inspector for the last year, according to
dry zoning inspector, Thomas Carnicom. The city had contracted with the
Wood County Health Department to
provide the inspector but the department has had financial problems and is
unable to pay an inspector.
Commission member Jutiy Conibear
objected to Means' reasoning that the
property owners were financially

Means and Conibear were at odds
over enforcement of the regulations In
the housing code and whether more
rules are needed.
CONIBEAR LATER said the two had
different philisophical beliefs over the
cause and cures for deteriorated
housing.
Carnicom did seek the commission's

approval on a contract with the county
to resume housing inspections In May.
The dty would pay the county $12,000
for an Inspector to work 30 hours a week
In the dty.
Carnicom said the inspector would
make 20 exterior Inspections each
quarter and the blighted areas should
improve at a rate of S percent a
quarter. Within a few years the matter
should be corrected and meanwhile will
not worsen.
CITY COUNCIL'S finance committee
denied Carnicom's request to have a
housing inspector placed In his
department. He said the group thought

it would not be economical for the city
to hire an inspector for $22,000.
Means objected that his fellow
commission members would support
the idea of an inspector who works only
three-fourths of the time for the city. He
was adamant that the dty needs at
least one full-time employee.
Other members agreed.
When a motion to support the contrad came to vote. Means and Conibear
abstained, stating that they wanted to
read the document. Barber and
chairman Seth Patton approved it
Carnicom will meet with the health
board next Thursday to discuss the
matter.

Advertising rconsumers' information tool
In 1978, $40 billion or $330 a person
was spent on advertising in the United
States, according to Dr. John Holmes,
marketing professor.
Holmes and John Howard, vice
president of the Toledo Better Business
Bureau (BBB), spoke Monday night for
Consumer Awareness Week.
Holmes referred to advertising as a
tool and said those using it correctly
can provide useful information, but
misuse may mislead the public.
"It Is in the best interest of advertisers to be truthful," he said.
HOLMES SAID advertisng may
increase the price of a product but "in
some instances you would probably be
paying more if it weren't advertised."
Where there is a high fixed investment,
he said, advertising must inform the

consumer; otherwise, only a few
products would be sold at a very high
price.
Holmes said advertising is important
to the media because it totally or
partially finances them. He said the
media has not been manipulated by
advertising, adding, "I don't feel any
one sponsor Is that important to any one
medium."

called this type of advertising "garbage."
Howard warned against merchants
who offered free gifts and said,
"Nothing la really free."
He also asked that consumers be
aware of "bait and switch" practices.

As an example be said several freezer
meat companies in Toledo had advertised large amounts of meat for a
moderate price. When customers
arrived they were shown poor quality
meat first, then a higher quality meat
which cost much more.
HOWARD, WHO has worked for the

BBB for 11 years, said the organization
handles about 60,000 calls a year. Most
callers want to check the credibility d a
company, he said.
The BBB, financially supported by
2,100 area businesses, opposes
government legislation that would
heavily regulate business, Howard
said.

AS PART OF the contract, the Inspector would have to maintain contact
with the University Housing Office to
settle any student complaints about offcampus housing.
Carnicoms' request, for the commission to recommend the removal of a
portion of the housing code which
mandates interior inspections of homes
in the designated blighted areas, will be
studied.
He said the matter poses possible
legal problems and may leave the dty
open to a lawsuit.
Several members questioned the
logic of inspecting home interiors that
are not deteriorated.
Carnicom reported that he has not
received all information on the use of
occupancy permits to ensure qualify
control on apartments or the role of the
commission as a mediation board.
The commission is seeking council
approval for a change in membership.
Ther is an off-campus student seat on
the commission, but Patton said It la
best for the Student Consumer Union
off-campus housing director to fill that
spot. The director now is a campus
resident and the commission would like
to open the seat to any University
student.

Teen-ager charged with aggravated murder

In response to a question on advertising directed toward children, he
said, "You have to be very careful in
this regard." Holmes said children do
not reason as well as adults and advertising of food products, such as
cereal, should be aimed at mothers.
HOLMES WAS skeptical about
subliminal advertising (below the individual's consdence). He said be had
tatted
talked to professional advertisers who

CLEVELAND-Jerome Watkuis, 18,
was charged with aggravated murder
yesterday in connedion with
allegations that he was hired by two
Cleveland teenagers to kill their father.

Judge Salvatore Calandra.
At the request d assistant dty
prosecutor John Jones, no bond was set,
and Watkins remains in custody.

In his first court appearance since he
was arrested
police raia
raid monaay,
Monday,
arresiea in aapouce
Watkins appeared before Muncipal

ON TUESDAY POLICE recovered a
. 38-caliber pistol from a west side house
where
authorities said friends
wnere aumonues
mends d
of
Watkins were living.

Investigators wen checking the
weapon to determine if it is the same
gun used In the Feb. 9 snooting d John
T. White Sr.
White's two teenagers were arrested
Feb. 18 and charged with delinquent
aggravated murder in connection with
tneir father's death.
their
After their father's death they

alledgedly took cash, his paycheck and
credit cards and went on a $2,00$
spending spree.
Friends of the family were quoted by
police as saying White, who was
divorced, was very strict with trie
children. Police quoted the children as
saying their father would not let them
do what they wanted.

City police deportment to use computer to improve records system
By Dense
Denise Sakal
Staff Reporter
The Bowling Green Police
Department is planning to
improve its records system
through use of a computer,
according to Police Chid
Galen Ash. e^P
Tentative plans have been
made for a computer system
but the dty has not decided
whether to upgrade its
present system or install a
new computer, Lt. Thomas
Davidson said. One option is
that each dry department
buy a small mini-computer,
he said.

The city now has one
computer, but the system
nnnpnl
honrlla more
mnrA than
Ihon one
nnn
cannot handle
terminal, and that line Is In
maximum use by the utilities
company, he said. The dty
must decide whether it
would be more beneficial to
upgrade the system for
about $500 a month a terminal or to invest In minicomputers that could cost
from $100,000-150,000 a
computer.
DAVIDSON SAID a
consultant will be hired to
analyze the city's needs.
One use for a computer in

the police department would
be to automate the records
siialim i her
~™
system
by vmkiniiicombining accident and arrest files into
one list It also could perform administrative duties
such as budgeting records
and manpower allocation.
DavUaea aaalafcud that
the department has equal
shift staffing (same number
d officers assigned to each
shift), but this is not efficient
because it does not recognize
fluctuations in manpower
needed at certain times d
the day, week or year.
"WE HAVE ONE d the

Incumbent Democrats
seek renomination
Two incumbent Democrats formally
have announced that they are seeking
their party's renomination.
Bowling Green Mayor Alvin L.
Perkins announced Monday that he will
seek a second four-year term.
City council President Bruce H.
Bellard announced Wednesday that he
also Is seeking re-election to his seat as
Ward 3 councilman. Bellard, a
professor d health and physical
education who has been council
president for the last six years, is
seeking his fifth two-year term.
Th News also has learned that the
remaining Democratic incumbent

councilmen will announce their candidacies individually later this week
and early next week.
COUNCILMEN Joseph L. Corral
(Ward 1), Patrick Ng (Ward i). Dr.
Roger C. Anderson (Ward 4) and
coundlman-at-large Richard A.
Newlove are seeking re-eledlon.
According to the wood County Board
d Elections, none have returned a
petition.
In the Republican race, Evelyn Bachman and Virginia Nader, local GOP
leaders, reported that no Republican
has taken out a petition.

better records systems. The
problem we do have is that it
;_
n>»_**i.1 system
*
nnj
is ••a manual
and
there is a lot d paper flow,"
he said.
Searching for information
through hard copy is timeconsuming and takes much
storage space, thai said.
However, there is some
information including actual
complaints that could be
placed on microfilm or
microfiche because the
information rarely Is
needed, Davidson explained.
"We could get along
without it, but with the
manual system, by the time

the information Is collected
and analyzed, it is almost
_•>•••> >U^
W- said,
_*.u ex^._
past
the (_^.»
fact,"it he
plaining that the computer
would be a more effident
means d addressing the
dry's needs.

have worked with the
statewide system, they are
r

in

lit-

■

Ash said he is not sure

where the money to finance
the system will come from
i
u a
■
■ ■
because the
department
is
not "far enough down the
road" and details still must
berdlned.

Because of the length d
time it takes to receive,
n
■ * ■
■•
install and debug the system,
it probably would not be
ready for operation until lata
this year.

•DISPATCHERS MAY
need some procedural
training, but because they
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THE BOARD OF BLACK
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
PRESENTS

FASHION
BLEND

! SUMMER JOBS |
: CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK, Sandusky, \
* Ohio will hold oncampus interviews for summer I
' OmnlAIUHAHf*
employment:
Dates: Wednesday, March 7
Thursday, March 8
Time:
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Place: The Union

I
A Fashion ^how and Dance
Sat., March 3
Gipnd Ballroom
8-3
Admission: $1

»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»
»

Over 3,200 positions available for a wide variety of jobs.
Dormitory or apartment style housing available.
Contact Student Employment Office for information and
appointment. Spend a summer in one of the finest
resorts in the North.
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$4.99
$2.89-$4.89
GREAT SELECTION of paraphernalia,
posters, tapestries, silk screens,
burlaps & T-shirts

THE SOURCE

Records - Tapes & Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster across from Founders
HOURS: 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 12 7 Sun.
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Campus calendar

(tamers and their dates
getjayched,
To head
"South of Hie Border"
for a wild Saturday nlte.
TaeosJequilla, Pinatas too)
Are just a little of
what's in store foryou

Campus Calendar is a dally listing of campus events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to readers.
Unless otherwise noted, all events are free and open. Campus
Calendar forms are available In the News office, KM University
Hall. 372 2003. There is no charge for submitting listings to the
section.
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THURSDAY
Meetings
Student Teacher Meeting, t;Se a.m., 201-E South Gym. For all
students wishing to student teach In PER during the next
academic school year.
Advertising Club, 7 p.m., tf 2 Life Sciences. The Cleo Awards film,
showing the best advertisements ef mi, will be shewn.
Campus Crusade for Christ, 7:» p.m., Alumni Room, Union.
Leadership Training Class will be held.
Lectures end Classes
College Student Personnel Conference, 9 em 5 p.m., Alumni
Room, Union Sponsored by the college student personnel
department. Admission (2.50 for students; S5 tor professionals.
PreregistratlonJ requested by contacting the CSP office, 318
Education.
m
CCDC Un Course, 10:30 a.m., 330 Student Services. "Csreer
Planning and Orientation Workshop." Sponsored by Counseling
and Career Development Center.
Consumer Awareness Week Event, 11:30 a.m.. Commuter Center,
Mosefey. Ted Forsberg will discuss "Cuisine and Conviviality In
the Toledo Area." Sponsored by Student Activities and the Studant
Consumer Union.
Economics Colloquium Series, 1 p.m., 10» Business

PI«RMC«M
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CONVENIENCE YOU CAN AFFORD

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
624-670 Razee Avenue

Administration. Kyoo Hong Kim of the economics department will
discuss "Social Security in a Life Cycle Model."
Consumer Awareness Week Event, 7 p.m., Lounge, Student Rec
Center. "What You Need to Know About Running Shoes." Sponsored by Student Activities and the Student Consumer Union.
Consumer Awareness Week Event, 0 p.m.. Lounge, Student Rec
Center. "Health and Nutrition" will be the topic. Sponsored by
Student Activities and the Student Consumer Union.
African History Month Event, I p.m., Amanl, Commons. A
presentation on black history will be held. Sponsored by the board
of Black Cultural Activities.
Entertain mini
Cooper Pool Swim, 11:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m., Student Re-c Center. Open
to all eligible to use the center.
German Film, 4:30 p.m., Glsh Th-eater, Henna Hall. "Wlr Wunder kinder " Sponsored by the German and Russian Departments.
Cooper Swim, 4:30 10 p.m.. Student Rec Center.
Women's Film Festival, 7:30 and* p.m., 115 Education. Films on
aging will be shown. Sponsored by Women for Women and the
BGSU Feminists.
Poetry Reading, I p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hall.
Poet Galway Kir.nell will read from his works. Sponsored by the
creative Writing Program.
UAO Campus Movie, S p.m., 210 Math-Sciences. "Rosemary's
Baby." Free with BGSU ID.
Recital, • p.m.. Recital Hall, Musk Building. Cellist Anne
Fagerburg will perform.
UAO Coffeehouse, 9 p.m. Midnight, The Side Door, union. Local
talent night. Admission 50 cents.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

• V» block from north and of campus
-University Tannia Courts located across tha straat
-Short walk to Studant Recreation Center
a. other University buildings.
•All 2 bedroom lunished unlta with 2 full baths.
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TO THE
SUNS.

Saturday. March 3
1:00 9:00p.m.
500
Lehman
Ave.,
Bowling Green
For more information:
352-1735
352 6784. or 372 3411

Call 352-0717 or Stop by tha modal unit (No. 24)
or coma see us at tha rental office 224 E. Wooster Straat

Put a Little Zip in your doo-dal
LOST* FOUND

Delta Zeta Formal !<$
March 3, 1979
Windsor, Canada

Lost navy blue down coat at NE
Commons beer blast Thurs. 22.
Call 2 6649
Lost a multi-colored butterfly pin
In or around the Union on Feb.
20. Sentimental value. Please
call 2 2(40.
Found gold chain bracelet. Cindy
at 2 5615.
I F. needs ride to Miami. Fla.
Will share expenses. Please call:

1527373.
Girl needs rldetoFt.Lauderdele
over spring break. Will help with
gaiftdrlvlng. ElalneJW 5231.
I.

Ride needed" lo Miami Univ. *
March 2. Please call Lisa at 352.
1789. Will share expenses.

-in

Two pair of earrings free
College Night

SERVICSSOFFBRED
Pregnant or might be? Offer
confidential help. Free pregnant
test ft Info, regardless of age,
status. Toledo-Mi 9131. Fostorle435 1775.
Tiffin 447-fell.
Fremont 334 9079.

ear piercing
clinic
for just 9.99...we'll pierce
your ears with 24KT goldplated earrings...Then
give you an additional 2 pair
of Cora earrings, FREE.

Pregnancy
Aid
ft,
Understanding. EMPA. 217-4385 ft, 352
0620.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
SPECIAL
PRICES
for
STUDENTSI See us for por
traits, passports & applications.
WEISSBROO Studio. Ill Clay.
3522142.
PERSONAL!
Get

more BUCKS for your
BOOKS'!
Buy and sell books
through SGA.
Phi Dolts: Thank you for
Friday's warm up. All had a
good time I HtKD'i
The sisters cf CHI OMEGA
would like to et.fend their most
sincere congratulations to PAT
MARTIN S NKKI KEREKESH
on being fapixfd into Golden
Torch.
Ldanne, congratulations
going active) Love, Kris.

A nurse will safely pierce your
years In Just seconds. You keep
the earrings that are used for the
piercing. . .they're 24KT goldplated with surgical steel posts.
Plus. . .you can receive two pair
of 24KT gold-plated hoops, a $8
value, from our special selection. Multiple or first piercings.
No children under 6. Parent or
guardian
must accompany
anyone under age 18. Come at
these convenient times:

ThK*w, Man* 1,7 to 18 IJ,
Friday, Man* 2, 12 to 5 y

on

Student
NEA
meeting
Sun.
March 4. 7:00pm. Capital Room
Union.
Mainstream ing
Workshop.
Jan H. a Terre R. Happy Birthday I Sorry I'm late but you
know me. LITB-your new family
member, Melissa.
Brenda Congrats
on
being
chosen RSA Rep of Panhel. Good
Luck In your new position I OZ
Love, Your Roomies.
BETAS, although we lost In
scores, we won by having you as
teammates in B ball. Thanks for
the great season. Uwe, Your 3
basket III sls's.
Denny. Thanx for the great time
at the ZTA Formal last Setur
day. We were definitely shlek a
unique. I'm proud to have flrends
Ike you.-Mary.
What do you say when the
chugging is done?? Just turn off
the lights a enjoy the fun Sigma
No Seer chua. March 3. NB
Comment at 7:30.
Nest-To New Shop St. Aloyslus
School. Spring clothes, lewelry,
housewares. Open: Tues. 10-4 a
Frl. 1-7:30.
Congratulations Lorl on being
elected Secretary for
Delta
Sigma PI I We're proud of you I
Yodr Kappa Delta Sisters

LASALLE*S
Shop Lasalle's in Bowling Green: Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9:45-9
Tues., Wed. & Sot. 9:45-5:30—
Lasalle's gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase.

The Phi Mu's would like to
congratulate
the
Gymnastic
Team on winning the State Title
at Ohio State. Good Luck to all at
Beglonalt In w. Virginia.
Congratulations Jami on another
fantastic
year
with
tha
"swlmmin women."
We're
proud of you. Love, your Alpha
Phi Sisters.
Hey That* Chl's-Thanks for a
tea that was lots of fun. In the Phi
Mu House It's rated-No. till
Love, The Sisters of Phi Mu.
KARBN HOFFMAN S LOUIS!
KRU$EW5KI,

CONGRATULATIONS TO TWO
NEW MEMBERS OP GOLDEN
TORCH.
YOU'RE
WORTH
YOUR
WEIGHT IN OOLOI
LOVE,
YOUR
ALPHA
PHI
SISTERS.
Congratulations
to
Betty
Gerond, Brenda Smock, Kim
Trubiano a our House Mom, Sue,
for being tapped Into Golden
Torch. We're proud of you I Love.
Phi Mu's.
Phi Mu's-The Pool Party Is
tomorrow night with the Slg
Ep's.
Come root for the chuggers a fill
the hall with cheers; For dancing
ft, music ft thousands of boars!
Simla Nv . Beer - Chu| ft AllCampus Beer Blast, Sat. March
3. NE Commomat7:)0
Congratulations
to
the
"31
Sensational Varieties." We're to
proud of you! XI Love-Your
pledge trainers.
"LITTLE"
KIM
Congratulations on Activation.
You're the BEST little! XI Love"Blgyjonl.
Say you're cold ft you're tired ft
you wannna go South? Just wait
for a while ft we'll pour btr
down your mouth. Sigma No
Beer Chug. March 1, NB Commons at 7: JO
Drink without driving. Call Sub
Me Quick. 352 GOOD! I
Cash for Lionel ft other old toy
trains. Tin, cast Iron toys, banks,
boats. Hummel plates figurines.
List numbers ft names on all
Items. Richard King. 1711 Cedar
Point Rd. Sandusky. OH.
Run down lately? Got no sole?
Perhaps you've been wearing
Improper running shoes! Watch
for the Athlete's Foot presentation. Thurs March 1, 7:00pm,
Rec Center Lounge.
Ski
Club
Party!
Thursday,
March I at 9:00 am. 41* S. Main.
By the Roller Rink
GO APE AT
PARTYIII

THE

JUNGLE

Are you S.O.B.? Sick of Burgers?
Let Ted Forsberg be your guide
to the best night spots ft eateries
In the Toledo area. Thursday,
March l at 11:30 am In the
Commuter Center.
Save 3ft cents every Friday-Fish
sandwich, fries ft reg. beverage.
SI 10 In Cardinal Room, lit floor
Union.
Attention Human Garbage Cans:
STOP Dumping garbage Into
your mouth ft learn to eat right
from the experts from DJ's. ft
SGSU nutrition expert. Thurs.
March 1, 1:00pm, Rec Canter
Lounge.
HAVING
A
PARTY THIS
WBBKBND?
POR
YOU*
COMPLETB
PARTY
SUPPLIES. CALL CHUCK 152 571]
REMEMBER,
PABST-NPARTIES OO TOGETHER 11
Men's Chorus Record Raffle. Bo
one of 4 winners of a $100 gift
certificate
from
Finder's
Records.
Who's Kinky Kim? Find out at
tha Side Door Disco. Sat. night
Adm. .50 cents
^^
Not for non runners! Do you
know what to look for In a good
running shoe? The Athlete's Foot
does! Sponsored by tha Student
Activities ft The Student Consumer Union. 7:00 pm Roc
Center Lounge.
Jeff, Your formal was greatl Oat
ready for a wild ft crazy time In
Canada. Love. Pam.
To Yvos, Beagle ft Big Mac i Lots
of Luck whan you hit the puck,
put It In for a BG wlnl Love, The
Canadian Crevers.
There's more to life than
Burgers ft Frleal Find out at tha
Cuisine
ft
Conviviality
Presentation by Ted Forsberg,
ESQ.
Sponsored by Studant
Activities ft The Student Con-

sumer Union. Thurs. March 1,
11:30 am. Commuter Center,
Mosely Hall.
Hey Alpha Phl'sl The Brothers
of Beta Theta PI are ready to get
down ft party hearty tonight! So
put on your dancing shoes ft be
ready to feel allrlghtll we're
psyched! The Betas.
Nadlne, congratulations on
becoming the new Brazen Hussy
at ZTA. Zeta Love. Dukle.
Chi O's- Friday Is just one day
away, so get your dancing shoes
on ft get set to boogie down with
the Sigma Chl's tomorrow night.
Love, The Brothers of Sigma Chi.
_ Mike M. Get psyched for taco's ft
* tequilla ft a mighty fine time at
tha AGD
Date party.
Sat.
Adrlenne.
___^
Mystery date Drew. One more
day ft then you'll know...hope
you're psyched ft ready to go I
CONGRATULATIONS
MATT
BOYLE lor qualifying lor
Nationals. Wa all wish you the
bast of luck skiing this weekend.
You got'sta go for it! your loving
teammates
WANTED
M. rmte. for Spr. Own bedrm.
175 mo. Close to campus. Noutll.
Ph. 352 2326, ask for Bob
F. needed for Spr. Qtr. Haven
House. Close to campus! Call
352 5457 Soon!
M. rmte Spr. Qtr. 2 full baths,
Rockledge Manor, AC, dishwasher, price negotiable. 3520001 or 352-5736.
1 F. rmte. needed for Fall 1979.
Own rm, 2 baths, brand new,
3524325
afternoons.
3532457
after 7:30pm.
F. to subls. Spr Qtr. SI 15 mo.
Incl. utll. Own bedrm. Call Mary
352-4152.

Australia, Asia. Etc. All fields.
S500S1.2O0 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write: I IJC.
Box
4490 11,
Berkeley. CA 94704.
^^
Janitorial work. Full or
time. Now ft for Spr.
Knickerbockers. 152-5335.

part
Qtr.

POR SALE
'75 Camero meteilic green. AMFM stereo • track. 126*5. 3720201.1 5pm.
Cross Country skis. 3721176.
Harmony guitar ft case. Good
cond. Call Karen 371 4*77.
Honda 350 F, 4 cycl.. Wixom,
fairing, front ft rear safety bars,
rack ft pack. 352 5341 most
evenings.
1974 Mustang II
Automatic,
silver Interior ft exterior. New
tires.
PS,
PB, vinyl top.
Zlebarted. No rust. 4*400 mi.
Mint cond 353 0561.
Sherwood receiver, synerglstlc
speakers, (MS. 1 yr. old. Ph. 1522734 after 6pm
Scalding Pancho Gonzales tennis
racquet. Ilka new, used lets than
6 mo. Tournament nylon, S20.
352 1033.
Hamsters. 4 wks., 12 ea Grey
cockatiei. 10 mo. tame, sings,
(49.151-411*.
Phase Linear power emp. 400
want. R.M.S. Atk for Brad. 15193(0.
FOR RBNT~
Large 2 bedrm. unfurn. apt. 2
biks. from campus. Call Dan at
152 4023 or Sally at 353 43*0.
Effic. apt. to sublease for Spr.
Qtr. For 1 or 2 people 702', tin
St. 1175-mo. plus elec. $100
security dep. Call 352 39*7, Dave.

F. rmte. needed. S50-mo. Call
Elaine 354 1117 or 353-1131.

Sr. or Grad. M. rms. Summer.
Private entrance. Kitchen, 1
Wks. from Unlv $15 wk. 352*043

1 F. rm. to sublease Spr. Qtr.
Close to campus. 175 mo. 352*115
after earn.

CAMPUS MANOR. Now renting
for Summer. Special Rates. AC.
Ph 352 9302 or 352 7365 eves.

Wanted used set of Encyclopedia
Briltamca II 352 6241

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FOR
RENT
(SUMMER)
332"i South Main $300 summer
qtr. plus 1 bodrm-fumlahed gas
ft elect.
UeVi E. Marry-1250 summer
qtr. plus utll. 2 bedrm. furn.
507 E. Merry 2 bedrm. furnished
525 E. Merry-2 bedrm -furnished
520 E. Reed 1150 summer qtr.
pi us electric
(24 Sixth si $350 summer qtr.
plus electric
(01 Sixth Street house 2 bedrm.
furnished $300 summer qtr. plus
utll.
Call Newiove Realty 15251*3.
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FOR
RENT
(FALL 1979 (0 School Yr.I
32l"i E MERRY ST 2bedroom
furnished $160 por mo. plus utll.
115 sixth Street - House - 1
bedrm. furn. 1260 per mo plus
utll.
Call Newiove Realty 352 5163

1 male roommate beginning
April 1. Nice apartment-own
room. CALL 151-2411.
F. rmte needed lor Spr. 190-mo.
352 6241.
I F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr.
Univ. Court Apts. J260o.tr Call
1514725.
Must sublease Spr. Qtr. 2 bedrm.
apt. Corner Main ft Wooster.
Parking available. 352 17*1 tern.
Hem.
F. rmte. Spr. Qtr. 2 full baths, 2
bedrms. AC, Call 354 15*2.
Needed 2 F. rmtes. Spr. Qtr. MSmo. Call 352 56*0.
F. rmte. needed Spr. New Apts.
1100 10 mo. Call 352 6400.
Harmonica player wants to loin
or form blues-blues-rock band.
Call John 354 1639
ATTENTION!! F. rmte. aeeded.
Ser. only. CHBAPI Mar cam
e»t. Nice Apt. U1-S7H.
HBLPWAMTBD
Now accepting applications for
full ft pt. time, waitresses. Apply
In person between 1 ft 5 at The
Clock Restaurant.
We are looking for ass't.
manager for apt. complex. Apply
In parson Apt. 202. 451 Thurstln.
10 1. Thurs., Frl. or Sat. 352 5415.
Counselors needed: T.T.T. Camp
for girls, Wolcotvllle, IN. June
Mi July 16. Girls tva-IOVi yrs. of
ago.
Skills needed:
nature,
crafts, sports, water skills,
salary starts 1240.mo. If Interested contact: MollleCriscoll,
40* B, E. Court St. BO, OH 43401.
McDonalds E. Wooster. Now
hiring for Spr. Qtr. ft Spr. Brook.
Apply in person between 2-4.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer yoer
round. Europe, S. Amerlce;

Brand new 2 bedrm. fully furn.
apt. 1-4 people. Close to campus.
Spr. Sum 1541939
THURSTIN MANOR APTS, A-C
FULLY CARPETED, CABLE
VISION, EFFIC, LAUNDRY
PACIL. NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER
ft
FALL,
451
THUR5IN. 152-5435.
Wayne Apt*. Ml 2*53. 724 eth It.
2 bedr. furn. aptt. 1,2,1.4
student*.
2 bedrm. 12x60 mobile home.
Furn. Opposite Towers Avail.
summer ft or fall. 352 0174 days
152 74*4 eye*.
For sumfMr 511 E. Marry (near
Offenhauer Towers) 3 bedrm.
furn. aptt. A-C 1400 or entire
summer. John Newiove Root
Estate 352*553.
Preferred Property Co. roRBm
Summer ft Pan. 152-917* Office
la Cherryweed Cluk. Ill Mien It.
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COLLEGE NIGHT
THURSDAY March 1,1979
WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR

A<*L

Get Heady lor Florida I
Hawaiian Tropic

Jeans
8.99
100% cotton denim
10-16 assorted atylaa

Separates & Coordinates
50-75% oil original prlca
polyaatar, acrylic, woola, crapa, corduroy lops,
skirts, blazara, blouaaa, pants
original prlca $14 -$36.00'

$4.99
Misses Novelty Sweaters
craw neck, biouaona, lurtlanacka, cowls

Sale $5.99-$17.99

Sun Care
Products
1
/2 price
dark tanning oil, royal tanning bland, protan
lotren, sun acraan gal, and loravar tan lotion
regular prlca $15.00 - $20.00

$6.99

Jewlery
18 bracelets In a canlatar
Summer bright colors
Regular $4.00

Halston Designer
Sunglasses

Sale $1.99

Compare at $20.00 special purchase prlca $4.90

12 hair combs in a canlatar
Summer bright colors
Regular $3.00

Accessories Sale

Purses

glovaa, belts, scarfs and knitwear In hats and
scarves

Choose Irom 10 atylaa ol canvas and linen,

assorted fabrics

Totes, shoulder bags
Brights. basic and natural

Sale $1.99 -5.99

Sale $6.99 -$13.99

BASF and AMPEX
blank tape

Save V2 on speakers
$99.95 a pair

Sale $1.99
Televisions
13"dlag measure Sony portable black/white
earphones 100% solid state orig $349.00

Sale $266.00
12" Macya own brand portable black/white

Fisher stereo receiver 8 watts par channel
only three
original $179.00

Sale $99.00
Panasonic stereo with AM/FM receive!
record changer, speakers
original $199.00

sale $77.00

Sale $144.00
■

Entire stock of Terry
loungewear
■

Craig Car Stereo
Vl price "at Is" condition save big on big sound
only 10 to sell.

Young Mens
Long sleeve sport shlrta
A great selection In polyester and cotton

90 minBTRK 3.99 2/2.79

Fake Leather Coats and
Jacket Sale
Sale $19.99-$29.99
Regular $30.00 -$45.00

Perfect terry fashions lor beach or loungewear at
home

Leather look alikes in polyvlnyl cholorlde In tan,
rust, berry

assorted colors

Slzea 7/8 to 17/18

original $12.50 In bright spring colors

Mens Assorted Sweaters
More than Vl off regular price
buy now lor next winter

Sale $7.99-$21.99

Reg. $199.90 a pair
only 6 pair to aell
8" woofers, bass radiator, 3" mldrange, tweeter

Junior coordinates in
soft colors
original price $22.00 - $66.00

Sale $10.99-$32.99
polyester and wool blends
alzaa 5 613

50% off mens slacks
Choose Irom a large assortment
ol solids, patterns

Glasses and Giftwear
Young men's denim
jeans 100% cotton 28-36

$5.99 - 9.99

original $19.00- $25.00

Acrylic and wool sweaters many atylaa

Sale $9.99

$7.99

90 mlncate 3.99 2/2.79

Reduced 20% great beach coverupa

Entire stock of Spring
Fabrics
99*
20% off regular price one
Short sleeve dress shirts
day only
Nothing ia held back
Choose Irom alike, linen, knits and many more
All you sewers, here la your opportunity

60 mlncate 3.99 2/2.29

Lingere Department
Famous brands and discontinued styles ol bras in
white nude broken sizes

99*-$6.99

Pierre Cardln glaaawear
choose sets ol 8 in 2 sizes
$6.99
Etched glasawaar aeta ol 6
endangered species pattern
$11.99
Jack Daniels shot glasses set ol 4
$2.99
Rose in a vase
$3.99
Novelty desk note pads
$3.50
Ceramic banks novelty designs
$3.99
Wooden cut-out puzzles In a cage
$3.99
Selected gHtwear many Items to choose from save
1/3 to 1/2 oil original price

Housewears
Toastmaster Flip over Broiler
$15.99
$3.00
Farberware LIP Grill
Westbend Electric Hot Pot
$6.99
Marly Smoked glaaa dlnnerware
20 piece set
$12.99
Northland Stainless 70 pc.
service lor 8 Nappa Valley
$29.99
Sunmarc 40 pc dlnnerweer sets lor sll uses $24.99
Imported cheese graters
$3.99
West bend Bake n' Broil
$3.99
Nordic Smart (kiddie
$6.99

Junior Dresses
75to100plecea

In our shoe department

$9.99-$19.99

assorted styles and colors
one day only ao hurry lor best selection

Sony Digital Clock
Radios
a pleasant way to wake up
regular $49.96

Sale $39.00

■M

20% off on Yo Yo's and
Clogs

HALF PRICE
Famous brands stereo components in "as Is"
condition
only 15 to sell

Junior Tops
Summer and spring atylaa
some winter ones

$7.99 - $9.99
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Obsidian has 'vital function' for minority students
By Paula Winilow

Aulstant Managing Editor
The BG News is published four times
a week, has a circulation of 10,500 and a
paid staff of 28 and about IS volunteers.
The Obsidian is published four times
a quarter, has a circulation of 4,000 and
a volunteer staff of 20.
Although the two student publications
coexist at the University and are
available to the same 16,000 students,
they probably are far apart in content,
readership and purpose.
"We're something different," said
Kelvin Dale, Obsidian editor. -'Trying
to compare the two would be like trying
to compare an apple and an orange.''
UNLIKE THE NEWS, the University's mainstream newspaper, the
Obsidian in its three years of existence
has aimed at about 1,000 minority
students.
Printed in tabloid format, the usual 12
pages of the Obsidian are filled with
news and commentaries of minority
guests at the University, minority and
radical organizations, inequities at the
Universities and the need for minorities
to unite.
Tucked away in an old classroom on
the third floor of Moseley Hall, the
Obsidian office is a sharp contrast to
the three rooms of the News.
Surrounded by vivid posters calling for
African liberation, equal opportunity
and an end to apartheid, Dale discussed
the Obsidian and its image among
many students and faculty as a secondrate newpaper with second-rate objectives.
Many at the University scoff at the
"Reflection of Peoples of Color" and its
brand of media.
BUT DALE AND his staff are as

proud of their work as they are of their
heritage, which they said they think
necessitates the Obsidian's existence.
They see the newspaper as having a
vital function for minority students who
might otherwise be lost In a
predominantly white campus.
"Black students for the most part
aren't very receptive to the BO News,"
Dale explained. "The black press is
more willing to deal with issues that
white papers find it easier not to deal
with."
Because of its coverage of sometimes
sensitive issues at the usually quiet and
conservative Unviersity, the Obsidian
has been shrugged off by many as only
a poorly produced radical newsletter.
BUT DALE SAID he thinks the
Obsidian is far from a "bloodthirsty"
subculture publication.
"No, no, not radical," he said with a
scowl. "Look through this paper and
find me something radical," be
challenged, waving the latest copy in
the air. "We try to cover the gamut.
We've been stigmatized with being
radical. But we try to deal with entertainment,
scholarly
arts,
correspondence, news, features,
fashion.
"If you say anything that's opposed to
the status quo you're radical, especially
if you're black," Dale said. "And a
stigma is what you have to live with.
"We're definitely more opinionated,"
he conceded. "In essence all black
newspapers are. It's what you call 'tell
it like it is philosophy.'"
DALE DISCOUNTED the suggestion
that the Obsidian forces itself into the
pitfalls of segregation by limiting its
appeal to a minority audience. "We
don't see that as being limited," he
argued. "We see a need for a black

press in the community."
Dr. John L. Huffman, Obsidian adviser and associate professor of Journalism, echoed Dale's remarks. Huffman was assigned the post as adviser
to the Unviersity's only minority
publication when he came to the
Unversity last fall.
Although he is white, Huffman said
he understands Dales' views.
"I think minorities have a special
way of looking at the world which I
don't think the normal college paper
can. The BG News is a typical college
paper-a
white,
middle-class
newspaper.
"IF you ARE a ghetto black who
spent moat of your life concerned with
staying alive and afraid of white
people, you don't go play In their
backyards," he continued.
Like Dale, Huffman disagreed that he
separateness of the Obsidian further
alienates minority students in the
Unviersity community.
"There are times when segregation is
the proper thing to do," he said. "They
(miniorities) want to interact with
persons like themselves. They want to
solve their own problems."
That strong element of independence
is a unifying one for the Obsidian staff
as well as the black community, according to Dale.
"BLACK PEOPLE have never been
separatists," he explained. "I think we
call it the politics of self-reliance, the
politics of having something of your
own."
Jamie A. Pierman, editor of the
News, realizes the gap left between the
majority audience of the News and
minority students.
"It (the Obsidian) serves a purpose

because the BG News is run by whites
and most of the news in It concerns
mostly white students," she said.
But the situation Is not one she thinks
easily can be altered. "I think we're
(the News) always going to be a middle-class, white college newspaper
because this is a white, middle-class
college.
"STILL I THINK our minority
coverage Is lacking," she added,
calling the few stories about minorities
that are printed in the News "skim off
the top."
"The minority beat always has been
really unpopular," she explained. "I
think there's a certain amount of fear
about reporting those stories, like what
it's like to be black. They'd rather Just
Ignore them and go with the safe
preview stories."
Kristi R. Retires, monorlty reporter
for the News, explained why she has
found her beat difficult to cover.
"THEY (minorities) are kind of wary
about what to tell you," she said.
"They're really defensive."
As well as occasional rough spots
with the Black Student Union, Kehres
said her minority sources "are really
guarded" about sensitive issues, such
as the recent trial of former University
student Paul X. Moody.
Earlier this month Moody was sentenced to three to fifteen years at
Mansfield State Reformatory for an
attempted rape in spring, 1976. Several
minority groups protested the investigation and court proceedings of
the case.

"They tell you what anyone else on
campus could tell you," Kehres said of
the times her sources have discussed
such issues with her.
"MAYBE IF we Just sit down and
talk about it they'll see that they can
benefit from us just as much as we can
benefit from them," Kehres added.
Although she noted the News'
weaknesses in minority reporting,
Pierman added that she doubts the
Obsidian's credibility as a traditional
example of true journalism.
"I always take the stories printed in
there with a grain of salt because I
always wonder about what Is fact," she
said.
Huffman noted that some characteristics of the Obsidian as one of its
most potentially dangerous pitfalls.
"IT DOESNT have to be a black BG
News," he said. "But it either should
exist as an opinion Journal or become
more affiliated with the school (ofjoumalism).
"I think they're operating as both,"
he continued. "I don't think the line is
that closely defined in their minds as
what is opinion and fact."
But Dale questioned the ability of any
newspaper to make such a distinction In
its policies.
"Objectively?" he asked. "I don't
even know what that is. The New York
Times isn't objective. The Wall Street
Journal isn't objective. The Washington
Post isn't objective.
We live in a myth of objectivity.''

DALE CONTENDS that the purpose
of the Obsidian la Just as upstanding m
majority publication, especially In
regard to University groups serving
minorities such as the Black Student
Union.
"We watch them closely,"he said.
"That's part of our responsibility to the
campus. But we really dont care what
color you are if you're doing a disservice he added.
Some of the Obsidian's weaknesses in
its policies and procedures are a result
of its structure, according to Dale. He la
one of only three Journalism majors on
the staff.
"When we started we knew absolutely nothing about putting a
newspaper together," be said, noting
that he was one of a handful of students
who published the first Obsidian Nov.
11,1976.
AND ALTHOUGH the paper baa
grown since its beginnings as an expanded minority newsletter, Dale said
the Obsidian still needs several
refinements.
"I'd like to see better reporting,
better coverage, better readership," he
said. "It's still an infant."
Although some of Dale's objectives
are not unlike those other editors hold,
the differences of the Obsidian seem to
be inherent in the unique qualities of its
minority staff and readers.
As Huffman concluded, "If truth la
indeed relative, then their kind of truth
is in the Obsidian."

Incomplete earnings reports cause problems
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Social
Security Administration disclosed
yesterday that It has been unable to
credit nearly $69 billion in wages to
correct worker accounts because' of
identification problems dating to 1937.
The problems, which mean that
retirement benefits for the affected
workers could be reduced, stem from
inaccurate or incomplete earnings

reports filed by employers of the selfemployed over the years. Social
Security Commissioner Stanford G.
Ross said.
"Usually these incorrect wage
reports are for short-term and transient
labor, such as restaurant workers or
car wash employees,'' he added.
HE SAID HE did not consider the

uncredited earnings "a skeleton in our
closet," But he expressed concern
about a Harris Poll that found 40 percent of workers doubt that tbey will
ever get benefits from Social Security.
Questioned about the wage reporting
problem, Ross maintained that it is
unlikely anyone's benefits actually
have been reduced. He cited checks
that his agency makes at retirement

More oil price hikes expected
(AP)-While American oil companies
insist they can handle the current fuel
supply squeeze without government
intervention, Energy Secretary James
R. Schleslnger said yesterday the
government may have to force service
stations to close on weekends by this
summer.
Schleslnger also warned of possible
mandatory temperature controls in
public buildings and tl-a-gallon
unleaded gasoline "within a year or
to."
But Schlesinger told the Senate
Energy Committee that "there is no
immediate need" to take these steps
unless the supply squeeze caused by the
shutdown of Iranian production
becomes more serious.
AND ALICE M. RIVUN, the director
of the Congressional Budget office, told
a Senate hearing the Iranian crisis
could trigger a major round of price
hikes by oil-exporting nations, raising
the possibility of a worldwide recession
in I960.
The top congressional economist told

a Senate Governmental Affairs subcommittee that if the current 500
barrel-a-day impact on U.S. oil supplies
continues for a year, it would increase
unemployment by 200,000 jobs and
increase the inflation rate 0.4 percent.
Meanwhile, Iran said it would sell its
oil to the highest bidder when it
resumes exports, rather than to the
group of companies that had been its
customers. Oil analysts say this could
drive the price of Iranian oil up to $20 a
barrel, compared to the base price of
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries cartel of $13.36 a
barrel.
OPEC GAVE OFFICIAL approval
yesterday to separate oil price boost by
several members of the cartel-Kuwait,
Libya, Qatar and the United Arab
Emirates. Other nations, including
OPEC giants Saudi Arabia and Iraq,
have said they will not raise prices until
the next scheduled increase April 1.
More oil companies took steps
yesterday to keep gasoline and crude
oil supplies adequate through voluntary
allocation plans.
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Mobil Corp., the nation's second
largest oil company, said yesteday it
was cutting by 9 percent less of crude
oil to refining customers, retroactive to
Jan. 1. Mobil attributed the cuts to
"uncertain supply outlook."
EXXON CORP., the nation's largest
oil company, said last month It was
cutting crude oil deliveries 10 percent
during the first quarter of the year.
On Tuesday, Mobil said it would limit
the amount of gasoline it sells to dealers
beginning today, watching similar
moves by Texaco, Continental Oil Co.
and Atlantic Richfield.
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana followed
that move yesterday saying it will
reduce shipments of its Amoco gasoline
and some chemicals beginning today.
The U.S. government got $41 million
in successful bids yesterday for a
second batch of drilling sites in the
Baltimore Canyon off New Jersey. In
August 1976 oil companies bid $1.1
billion, but so far only two very small
sources of natural gas have been found
In the area.

SALES
CAREERS
CITIZENS MORTGAGE CORP. will be
interviewing seniors interested in sales
career (mortgage financing) on March
9th at the placement office.
CITIZENS, a national mortgage banker,
is a subsidiary of Manufacturers
Hanover Corp., N.Y., the parent of the
nations fourth largest commercial bank.

Apply at: 106 University Hall

Today and tomorrow
is the last time to
submit logo designs for
the Ice Arena Contest.
Entrants may submit their copies at any
of the following locations:

School of Journalism
Tech Building Office
Art Building
Ice Arena Office

time on a person's earnings record.
"I'm not saying there couldn't be a
rare instance where somebody got less,
but it would be a remote case," said
Ross, who stressed that the loss
amounts to 0.7 percent of the $9.7
trillion in wages that have been
credited correctly.
ROSS SAID HE has taken steps that
will reduce the uncredited earnings in
what the agency terms its "suspense
file" by $3.5 billion.
He said a new system of reporting
earnings annually rather than quarterly also will improve accuracy.
The agency has handled 10 billion
wage reports since 1937 and credited all
but 142 million correctly, Ross said,
seeking to put the accounting problem
into perspective. The items in the
suspense file average $486 each, he
said.

Today marks
Ohio's 176th
COLUMBUS, Ohioi API-Today
marks Ohio's 176th birthday, but state
lawmakers will observe It a little more
casually than they did last year.
Senators plan to wear red carnations,
the official state flower, and some
flowery oratory loomed as a good bet in
both chambers.
Last year, senators and representatives traveled to Chillicothe for
sessions in Ohio's original capital city.
That event was a foUowup to a
similar trip made by the Legislature in
1953, in observance of the 150th anniversary of Ohio's Statehood.

JIM HILL, an employee of the Washington Board of Education In
Marietta, Ohio, tries to shovel his way to the top. The top hi this
case is the snow-covered steps of a Junior high school. The area,
like most of Ohio, was blanketed by the weekend snowstorm.
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Cleveland tax passed, Kucinich vies for city control
Mayor Dennis J. Kucinich, fresh
from ■ triumph at municipal polls, said
yesterday that if necessary, Cleveland
will sell small-denomination bonds to
citizens rather than give up control of
its finances to the state.
Kucinich unveiled plans for what
could be another bitter battle, this time
against Gov. James A. Rhodes, the
author of a bailout plan the mayor
opposes.
The tactics were announced following
an election in which Cleveland voters
backed Kucinich by impressive 2-1
margins in raising taxes and retaining

the municipal Electric Light System.

Trojan Horse built by Governor
Rhodes. They will attempt to take It by
hook, having failed yesterday to take it
by crook."
Kucinich alleged that corporate interests tried to manipulate Cleveland
residents into selling their electric
system and that through influence over
state officials, now seek controls over
all cities.

THE MAYOR SAID he will campaign
in every major city in Ohio to try to
influence the Legislature to reject a
Rhodes' plan to create a nine-member
control board to supervise the city's
spending practices and restore investor
confidence In Cleveland.
"Although the people of Cleveland
won Tuesday, It appears greedy corproate interests are now working on
another front, Columbus, Ohio,"
Kucinich told reporters. "They will
attempt to ride back to the city on a

KUCINICH SEEKS adoption of
legislation with less restrictive state
controls on the nation's ltth largest
city, and a plan to enable Cleveland to

borrow money using either the state's
credit or its own.
"His (Rhodes'l kind of help Is the
kind of help you get from someone who
pulls the plug on a respirator,"
Kucinich said.

AT THE SAME TIME, Kucinich
refused any conciliatory gestures to the
City Council, which has been engaged
in a running war with him over the last
16 months.
Kucinich said that the council sat
helplessly by as Cleveland plunged into
default on Dec. 15, that it has played
endeas political games and has acted
to obstruct his programs. "The only
way the council can salvage any degree
of respectability is to begin to cooperate
with the administration," he added.
Earlier, Council President George L.
Forbes said that he expected the

If Rhode* is successful, however,
Kucinich said that be is prepared to
have the city seD f 15 million in tax-free
bonds to the general public in
denominations as tow as $100, rather
than rely on the state's help. State
approval would not be needed for the
bond sale, according to the mayor.

election results would not help improve
relations with Kucinich. "The mayor
will only speak to God now," Forbes
said.
CLEVELAND, WHICH owes $14
million to six local banks and must
either pay or refinance another (25
million in notes this year and make
good on (41 million in funds missing
from receipts of previous bond sales,
had been threatened with bankruptcy.
But Kucinich said the 50 percent payroll
tax increase will end the bankruptcy
threat.

Am in seeks peace for Uganda

APWIraphoto

VIETNAMESE SOLDIERS and civilians use small boats
to cross Red River in Northwestern Vietnam as they try to
escape invading Chinese troops. Fighting continues along

the Vietnam China border as the war enters Its second
week,

Ugandan President Idi Amln, apparently desperate, sought peace
yesterday amid reports of repeated
victories by Tanzanian troops in the
four-month-old war.
In a Uganda Radio broadcast
monitored in Nairobi, Amln asked
Kenya, Zaire, Sudan, Rwanda and
Burundi to try to persuade Tanzanian
President Julius Nyerere to accept
Organization of African Unity (OAU)
peace efforts.
In his capital of Dar Es Salaam,
Nyerere said that the war "could end
tomorrow" If Uganda and the OAU
would agree to meet four of his conditions.
NYERERE SAID in a broadcast that
the fighting could be stopped If the OAU
agreed to condemn Amln for Invading
Tanzania, If Amln would agree to
renounce Us claim over a section of
Tanzania, pledge never to Invade
Tanzania again and agree to pay
compensation for damage done during

the October invasion.
The Ugandan broadcast appeared to
knock down rumors that Amln and his
family had fled Uganda, but it underlined Amin's plight.
Uganda began the war four months
ago by seizing a part of northwestern
Tanzania, which Amln claimed was
part of his Oregon-sized central African
nation.
THE TANZANIANS have been
reported fighting in Uganda for several
weeks, but officially have encouraged
the image that they are supplying a
supporting role to exiled Ugandans who
have returned to oust Amln.
Amln and Nyrere have traded insults
ever since Amin overthrew former
Ugandan President Milton Obote, a
personal friend of Nyerere, on Jan. 25,
1971, and established himself as
President-for-life.
Western diplomats reached by
telephone in Kampala said that Tanzanian army regulars, accompanied by

some anti-Amin Ugandan exiles, I
on the doorstep of Mbarara and
Masaka, two garrison towns in
southern Uganda.
THEY SAID THAT the Tanzanian
advance halted but there appeared
little that the tired Ugandan units could
do to keep the invaders from moving on
the capital of Kamapala, 130 miles
north of the border.
Kampala was reported calm, with no
sign that the 3,000 Westerners in the
country were preparing to flee.
"By Ugandan standards, things are
fairly normal," said a Western resident
of the capital. "People are going about
their business as usual and the TV is
showing movies of Idi's past exploits."
POLITICAL OBSERVERS said that
it was debatable whether anyone could
talk peace with Nyerere, who nnpmreil
to be intent on settling matters with
Amin once and for all.

Robots on the assembly line improve quality
They don't take coffee breaks or
Detroit-based Robot Institute of
demand vacations. They generally
America.
don't get sick. And they are not inclined
to file union grievances.
WHAT HE LACKS in the personality
They don't even see the problems that
of his movie cousin, however, he more
most workers do in their jobs-«ven
than makes up with work from his
though these are the dirtiest, most
whirring and clicking tubes, hoses and
boring and least attractive1 Ul factorl**-; -' fllsjll s. "*"
"What comes out is of consistent
but more and more they do ''see" and
quality," said Al Williams, midwest
even "feel."
regional manager for Unimauon Inc. of
This ever more popular darling of
American manufacturers is the inDanbury, Conn., the nation's largest
dustrial robot, a mechanical marvel
maker of industrial robots. "If a guy
closer to R2-D2 of "Star Wars" than
leaves out a couple of welds, someone
gets a car with rattles. With the robot,
most people imagine. He now numbers
you get an improved product."
about 3,000 in the United States, some
"One of the main things it does is it
1,000 in Western Europe, and perhaps
doesn't get tired." added Donald E.
30,000 in Japan, according to the
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in bins." said GM's Hart
The world's largest carmaker also
points to the new technology as Improving efficiency and thus generating
money for "unprecedented multibillion dollar outlays for new product
programs," said Alex C. Malr, vice
-president of GM's technical staff.
GM touts its PUMA-Programmable
Universal Machine for Assembly-robot
a« "ftp latest and probably the most
advanced robot on the world scene
today. Recently unveiled at the GM
Technical Center In suburban Warren,
PUMA also is capable of "seeing,"
although its first use will be Hlghtleas
work at a Delco plant in Rochester,
N.Y.
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BUT RESEARCH now, he said, is
aimed at $100,000 sophisticated
programmable robots who have the
ability to know what they are touching
and "see" what they are doing through
use of cameras.
"We think the idea of equipping

robots with cameras and computers to
give them vision is going to open many
new avenues to increased productivity," said Frank Daley, GM's
director of manufacturing development.
GM was the first U.S. firm to use
computer vision, installing a system«v
its Delco plant In Kokomo, Ind., nearly
two years ago. There, the SIGHT-I
system inspects circuits and positions
electrical test probes. Now, its secondgeneration brother, CONSIGHT, relies
on computerized vision to control all six
joints of a robot's hand.
"OUR ULTIMATE objective is to be
able to pick parts out of jumbled heaps

Available in Room 405
Student Services
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GM, meanwhile, has about 150 robots,
including 32 pioneering body welding
machines Installed in 1970 at Its Lordstown, Ohio, assembly plant. Those
are known in the industry as "pick-andplace" repetitive action robots,
carrying price tags starting at $10,000,
said Don Vincent, manager of the Robot
Institute.
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Winding up the loose cods of a January out-of-court settlement of the 1970 Kent State University shootings, a federal
Judge yesterday set up conditions for public release of
material from investigation of the shootings.
U.S. District Judge William K. Thomas filed his opinion on
a request by plaintiffs' lawyers that he unseal more than
30,000 pages of reports of local, state and federal investigators. The reports were sealed two and a half years ago
at the request of a university lawyer.
The attorneys for the nine wounded students and the
parents of the four students killed by Ohio National Guardsmen during anti-war protests May 4, 1970, argued that the
reports have great historic value and should be open to the
public.
THOMAS WAS INSTRUMENTAL in negotiating the
$675,000 settlement that ended the nearly nine years of
litigation over the shootings.
In his 36-page opinion Thomas lifted the previous protective order and set down the following orders and conditions
far the release of investigative information s
-All copies of special Portage County grand jury testimony
and documentary materials will be returned to Portage
County and will not be released.
-ALL FEDERAL GRAND jury material will be returned to
the U.S. attorney's office and remain closed. The plaintiffs
did not oppose the move.

SWIM PARTY
TONIGHT
6-8 PM

AUTOMAKERS ARE among the
leaders in development of robots. Ford
Motor Co., for example, has used robots
since 1968, when a device' was Introduced in one plant to transfer hot
parts. "It's a deadly, ugly, dirty
business there," said Ford spokesman
Ed Snyder. "The robot was accepted by
the workers and there was no union
objection."
Ford now has 236 robots employed in
such Jobs as stamping, spray painting,
die casting-" areas of worker
discontent," Ford said.

ABORTION

Judge releases
K5U reports

MARKETING CLUB

Hart, head of the Computer Science
Department at General Motors
Research laboratories.
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CAAU bumps Falcons,
fourth straight loss

Sports

Central Michigan used a llVpolnt
■coring spree In a three minute period
of the second half to pull away from
Bowling Green as the Chippewas went
on to post a 7246 victory over the
Falcons to assure them of at least a tie
for the Mid-American Conference
Championship.
A typically noisy crowd of 6,05* saw
the Chippewas defeat the Falcons for
the seend time this year and as a result
CMU won all eight of Its home conference games, this season.
Central is now 194 overall and 134 In
the MAC, while BG dropped to 14-12 and
64. It was the Falcons fifth straight
MAC loss.

THE FALCONS held a short-lived
lead at 20-19 in the first half but the
Chippewas wrestled the lead away and
never were behind the rest of the way
as they built up a 39-34 half time margin.
After the Falcons got a foul shot from
John Miller and a basket from
Roosevelt (Rosle) Barnes, BG trailed
Just 56-64 when Central went on its
scoring spurt and bolted out to a (6-64
lead.
The Chippewas slowed down the
tempo to try to eat up the dock, but the
strategy almost backfired as the
Falcons outscored CMU 10-0 in the final
one minute to close to 7046.
A basket by Central's Sonny Newmen

with just two seconds left ended the
scoring.
The Falcons, who played the game
without Scott Spencer, were forced to''
look to their guards for the bulk of the
scoring, and Barnes, Duane Gray and
Marcus Newbern responded with
double-figure scoring performances.
Barnes led the Falcons with 19, while
Newbern added 16 and Gray 13.
Dave Grauxer scored 19 points and
dished out 12 assists for CMU. Val
Bracey scored 16 points for the Chips,
giving him 1,007 for his career.
In other Mid-American Conference
action last night, second place Toledo

defeated Ohio University 76-70 In
Athens while Kent State edged Miami
63-62 In Oxford.
Bowling Green (66)
Mike Miday 2-1-5, Mitch Kopoystysky 30-6, Marcus Newbern 6-2-18, Duane
Gray 6-1-13, Rosie Barnes 9-1-19, John
Miller 2-1-5. Totals 30*68.
Cental Michigan (72)
Jeff Troph 4-1-6. Leon Guydon 44-10, K.
C. Janer 6-0-12, Dave Grauxer 9-1-19,
Val Bracey 6-0-16, Sonny Newman 144,
Larry Sweeney 2-0-4. Totals 34-4-71

Sparky kills rumors;
rejects Yankee job

Skiers' season moving smoothly

CINCINNATI (API-Former Cincinnati Reds manager Sparky Anderson
denies reports be will take over as manager ot the New York Yankees in
I960.
"As I stand here," Anderson said during a telephone interview Tuesday
from his home in Thousand Oaks, Calif., "I have not talked to the New York
Yankees."
However, Anderson, who was fired by the Reds last Nov. 26, said earlier he
would be managing a contending major league team by 1960.
"I haven't talked to anybody connected with the Yankees In two monthsyou have my word," said Anderson.
"Lem (Yankee Manager Bob Lemon) called me two days after I was fired
to offer his condolences. Somebody else from the Yankees called me and
wanted to know if my family and me were all right at this moment I told him
I was as sound as a Jay bird."
BUT ANDERSON refused to identify the second Yankee caller.
"I can't," Anderson said. In a recent article, there was speculation about
Anderson as the possible successor to Lemon. Former Manager Billy Martin
was said by owner George Steinbrenner to be returning in 1960.

Following the leadership of ski racers
Matt Boyle and Tammy Zinn and
gaining depth through improved performances from the rest of the racers,
the BG ski racing.team has made some
impressive finishes.
Most notable was a first-place finish
for the women In the Ohio State
Championships at Snow Trails In
Mansfield, Ohio, on February 11.
Juniors Tammy Zinn and Jennifer
Brown finished first and second among
individual racers with combined times
on the slalom and giant slalom of 68.838
and 63.852 seconds, respectively.
The men's team finished third in the
race, led by Matt Boyle's third-place
combined time of 57.824.

By John Dumford

Both Boyle and Zinn were Invited to
the NCAA Cub Team's National
Qualifiers the following weekend at
Brule Mountain, Michigan for thenperformances in the Ohio State
Championships.
Facing suffer competition In the
national qualifiers, both Boyle and Zinn
turned In respectable times, with Boyle
finishing 15th out of 97 racers.
Boyle's finish was good enough to
qualify him for the nationals this
weekend at Cliffs Bridge, in Marquette,
Mich. He is he the second from Ohio to
ever qualify for the nationals.
Last weekend, the racers traveled to
Crystal Mountain, Mich , where
they competed in the Eastern

Regtonals of the Midwest Collegiate Ski
Association against 15 of the best
schools In the region.
Facing mostly schools from Michigan
which have better facilities and more
available local talent, BG did not fare
as well with the men finishing seventh
and the women 10th.
Boyle, however, continued his fine ski
racing as he finished fourth of 75 racers
in the dual-slalom challenge.
"Player-coach" Tammy Zinn has
been very pleased with the Improvement the ski team has shown,
especially those racers who began the
season without much experience.
"We've definitely shown a lot of
improvement, especially among our

newer racers who have really been
coming on strong," Zinn said. "We've
been gaining depth as the season goes
along.
"They're tearing bow to race and
that's why we've dona better as a
team."
Zinn pointed to Junior John Guarnieri
and Jennifer Brown as the racers who
have developed as the strongest
finishers behind Boyle and her.
Guarnieri finished seventh in the Ohio
State Championships while Brown
finished second.
"The state race was definitely our
best race of the season," Zinn said. "It
was the first time all seaon that nine of
our 10 racers finished without being
disqualified.''

Former Falcon's encore

Bair hunts bigger year
TAMPA, Fla. (AP)-Doug Bair's first
big year in major league baseball is a
tough act to follow, especially for Bair.
His dilemma: How to improve on a
year in which he became one of the best
relievers In the National League with
the third most saves and the lowest
earned run average of anybody pitching at least 100 innings?
"I've been lifting weights all winter
in Cincinnati,'' Bair said. "I'm a lot
stronger now. I don't even get sore after
working out"
The Reds' bullpen ace has thrown
himself into spring training enthusiastically, running wind sprints and
logging untold miles on the exercise
bicycle.
"THE BICYCLE gets a little old, but
I feel good because I came down here In
pretty good shape," Bair said.
Bair, 29, relishes his budding

superstar status because it was so long
Incoming.
He signed with Pittsburgh In 1971 and
worked six undist inquished years In the
Pirate farm system. Then two years
ago he appeared in 45 games for
Oakland and attracted the attention of
the Reds, who acquired him for Dave
Revering and cash.
That was the turning point for Bair.
He didn't allow opponents a single run
in his last 12 relief appearances.
LATER HE had two month-long
streaks in which he was unbeatable.
During July he gave up one earned run
in 18 appearances while being credited
with four victories and nine saves. In
September, he had six saves and a
victory In nine games.
"I really didn't expect to get to pitch
that much," Bair said. "Sparky (for-

mer Reds' Manager Sparky Anderson)
had said he would rotate two or three of
us around the bullpen before he settled
on anybody, but I got going early and
after that Sparky kept on calling on
me."
Bair received a trophy at an off
season banquet for being the league's
low ERA man. He Joked then that
thanks for the award ought to go to the
Reds' starting pitchers for giving him
so many, chances for saves.
"They know they deserved that,"
Bair said after Tuesday's workout.
"They haven't really given me any
trouble about It."
TOUGH AS the assignment is, Bair
thinks he's ready to pick up where he
left off last year. He expects to be In
better shape than most starting pitchers when he leaves camp.

McNamara likes Reds pitchers

APWIr«photo

INTIMIDATING THE HfTTER-New York Mets
maaager Jee Torre Is sot agonizing over his team's
performance last year-although he certainly would have
reason to. Torre, a catcher, third baseman and first

baseman throughout his playing days, has to strain a bit
on the mound. He Is pitching batting practice for the Mets
In their spring trainlag camp In St Petersburg, Fla.

Bird, Greenwood lead
AP All-America squad
NEW YORK (AP) - Indiana
State's Larry Bird and UCLA's
David Greenwood, two of the
country's golden frontcourt players,
ware today named to the 1978-79
Associated Press All-America
college basketball team for the
second straight year.
The AP's elite group also included
Arkansas' Sidney Moncrlef and
Michigan State's Earvin Johnson,
two players from last season's third
team All-America, st guard, and Bill
Cartwright, the forceful center of
the San Fraciaco Dons.
The AP second team Included
Duke's Mike Gmtnski at center,
Reggie King of Alabama and Galvin
Natt of Northeast I-oulsiana at
forwards and Bayler's Vinue
Johnson and Iowa's Ronnie Lester at
the guard positions.

The third team consisted of
Purdue's Joe Barry Carroll at
center, Greg Reiser of Michigan
State and Notre Dame's Kelly
Trlpucka at the forwards and Sty
Williams of Rhode Island and Roy
Hamilton of UCLA at guards.
THE TEAM was selected by a
national panel of sports writers.
The 6-foot-9, 220-pound Bird ted
Indiana State from relative obscurity to the No. 1 ranking In the
country this season. The Sycamores
finished with a 26-0 record and the
Missouri
Valley Conference
championship.
Bird, who can muscle inside or
shoot jumpers from outside with
equal ability, averaged about 29 points
and 15 rebounds a game.

TAMPA Fla. (AP)-Everybody's a
winner In spring training camp, but
now Cincinnati Reds Manager John
McNamara is even happier with his
team's prospects than he expected to
be.
"I'm very impressed with the size of
our young pitchers," McNamara said
at the National League baseball club's
training complex. "One of our main
goals will be to develop the young
pftchers,"hesaid.
"Of course, in this day and age you
don't see players out of shape like in the
past. They all came to camp ready to
work," McNamara said.
The new Reds manager spent his
playing career behind the plate
working with pitchers and still likes to
concentrate on the aspect of the game.
"I'm a picher's manager," be said.
"I think pitching is at least 86 percent of
the game.
"WE WILL HAVE five starters, and
they'll always have four full days off
between starts."

He said all 18 pitchers In camp are
healthy, and the two who aren't hererellevers Pedro Borbon and Manny
Sarmiento-played winter ball In South
America and should be In good shape
when they report.
Tom Seaver had been throwing well,
McNamara said, and that's a key for
the Reds. Seaver was 16-14 last year,
gave up the most walks of his career
and had one of his highest earned run
averages.
Seaver was called from camp after
Monday's workout and will miss
several days of practice because his
wife Is ill, team spokesman Jim
Ferguson said.
But the best news to McNamara was
catcher Johnny Bench.
"JOHNNY CAME to camp nine or so
pounds lighter than he's reported the
last few years," McNamara said. "He's
really hustling."
Bench went more than a month
without catching last season and played
In Just 120 games, the fewest since his

Miller, Buckeyes not letting up
MADISON, WIs. (AP) Ohio State
basketball coach Eldon Milter doesn't
want to settle for a third or a half a loaf,
even though his team was only expected to get a slice or two in the Big
Ten race this year.
The surprising Buckeyes, tied atop
the conference at 12-4 with Iowa and
Michigan State with only two games
and three days left in the regular
season, face Wisconsin here tonight
The No. 17 Buckeyes have been all
but assured a National Invitational
Tournament bid even If they lose to
Wisconsin and against Purdue
Saturday. And the Big Ten's two NCAA
berths will probably go to Iowa and
Michigan State, with better overall
records and high national rankings. If
the three teams end up tied.
But for Milter, all that does not a
meet point make.
"I'm very proud of what this team
has accomplished," he said. "We
weren't supposed to be a contender this

year. But our players wouldn't accept
that."
AND NOWJse said, they won't coast
Into the NTT and give up on a share of
the Big Ten title, even If It doesn't
necessarily mean an NCAA berth.
"They have worked hard to get where
they are," Milter said. "I know they
will give It everything they have In
these last two games. I can't ask any
more than that I expect two tough
games this week. Both Wisconsin and

Purdue are better teams than when we
played them earlier in the year."
As for the immediate problem,
Wisconsin, Miller noted that the
Badgers are ony 4-12 In the conference
but are coming off wins last week at
Northwestern and Michigan, their first
back-to-back road victories in the Big
Ten in three years.
"Wisconsin is more balanced now
and playing with much more confidence," he said.

Garland to be examined
CLEVELAND ^ AP (-Cleveland Indians
pitcher Wayne Garland traveled from
training camp in Tucson to Los Angeles
yesterday for an examination of Ms
ailing right shoulder.
Garland, 28, Is scheduled to see
specialist Dr. Frank Jobs today.
Garland, who signed a 62.3 million
contract with the dub in 1977, underwent major shoulder surgery last

spring.
The right-hander has been in the
rfliyf* training camp for a week and
has been experiencing stiffness In bis
shoulder, but reports no pain white
throwing In batting practice.
The Indians went through their
second day of full workouts yesterday.
Four players have yet to report to
camp.
i

rookie season 12 years ago. Bench did
play first base in 11 games last year,
and hit some ground balls during
Monday's session.
Both McNamara and Reds president
Dick Wagner noted the need for more
work on defense this spring.
After setting a club record for fewest
errors and most error-free games in
1977, Reds'errors Jumped more than 40
percent last year.
"Good defense goes with good pitching," McNamara said. "We'll go
through fundamentals. We'd like to cut
down the number of errors."
McNamara maintains the Image of a
soft-spoken leader rather than the drill
sergeant type.
"I can get mad," he said. "But there
hasn't been any reason to because
everybody's been working so hard,"
McNamara said.
"He fit two important criteriamanagerial experience and age,"
Wagner said.

Preview
W. Track
The Bowling Green women's track
team will send six Falcons to the
National Indoor Invitational Meet at
Columbia, Mo., Friday and Saturday. They are Mary Zarn in the high
jump, PamKoeth in the shot put and
the 860-yard relay team of Dawn
Noel, Carol Harsh, Jane Guilford
and Jenny Thornton.

M.Swimming
Bowling Green's men swimmers
compete in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) championships ««
Ball State today, tomorrow and
Saturday.
BO finished seventh out of 10
teams teat season.

